
 

MIND NET BAG (Gimmicks and Online
Instructions/Routines) by Max Vellucci and Alan Wong

Introducing the Mind Net Bag with Max Vellucci and Alan Wong which is the see-
through net version of the Mind Bag - the original magnetic force bag also
created by Max.

Mind Net Bag is an elegant black mesh net that has a magnetic closure which
allows you to use it in a very simple way and with access to the secret
compartment only when needed. The see-through black nylon bag visually has
nothing to hide and is perfect for switching and forcing written notes and billets.

Included with the Mind Net Bag is the fully scripted professional performance
routine of Max in his book Brain Games and his stage and parlor show -The Gift,
as described below:

This effect will close with a strong, surprising grand finale that can be used in any
context, for any number of spectators and using only a few elements. It can be
performed stand alone, but its full potential is reached if performed during an
entire show.

Before the show starts, the mentalist asks to write some words, possibly all
related to each other or about a specific subject, on pieces of papers that will be
folded and placed inside a large transparent bag.

During the show the mentalist will try to guess the selected word by saying some
of the letters that should be part of the word.

As a finale, all of the spectators called will stand in line and one after the other
will open the envelopes that reveal in each one a letter that will make up the word
chosen by the first spectator.

Fully scripted and explained, pack small and play big on stage with full audience
participation, exactly as performed in Max's corporate and TV shows.
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